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ABSTRACT
Flow of isochoric constant-viscosity fluids obeys

continuity and the Navier-Stokes equations. They are
difficult to solve being nonlinear with a nonslip boundary
condition at solid walls. Berker presented many solutions,
but some of them, e.g. irrotational velocity, contradict the
nonslip condition. Radial flow, possible between two
nonparallel planes, is shown to be impossible in a cone,
though an approximate solution exists. Parallel (equidistant)
streamlines are possible only if rectilinear, concentric or
coaxial circles, or helices of equal inclination on coaxial
cylinders. Two-way flows resemble ideal and Stokes flows.
The author presents some spatial jets impacting on a fixed or
parallelly moving boundary. A general unsteady spatial
solution near a plane boundary is expressed as power series
of z, distance from the wall, which shows most boundary
layer solutions to be valid only up to z2 terms. Uniform
steady-state flow at a constant piezometric gradient in the
x-direction, between nonparallel planes, has a definite
solution only up to second-order terms in (y,z), due to
undefined boundary condition at <». Acceleration averaged
over time gives insight into the properties of
pseudoturbulent or chaotic (turbulent) flows. Turbulent
shear is redefined and Reynolds (turbulent) stresses loose
their physical meaning.

INTRODUCTION
Laminar flow of constant density p and kinematic

viscosity v fluids in a barotropic force field, obeys the
Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) relating velocity V(u,v,w)
and pressure p (or piezometric potential P = g Z + p/p,
where Z - elevation, g - gravity acceleration, to the space
vector r(x,y,z) and time t, through the continuity equation:

divV = 0 (1)
The acceleration is:

A = V, + curl V x V + grad (V2/2) =
= - grad P - v curl curl V (2)

The NSE has to obey a nonslip boundary condition (BC) at
solid walls. Eliminating P from (2) we get the compatibility
equation:

curl V, + curl (curl V x V) + v curl3 V = 0 (3)
Agrawal [2] gives a large number of exact solutions of

(1) and (2) or (3), but many of them, e.g. irrotational V, do
not satisfy any real BCs. The difficulty is due in part to the
nonlinearity of NSE, but mainly to the nonslip BC.
Approximate solutions may be obtained by numerical
methods or by neglecting part [3], [16] or all [6] of small
quadratic terms, leading to Stokes' equation. The results are

useful at low Reynold numbers (Re), but sometimes of
dubious validity. A number of special solutions are given
later.

RADIAL FLOW IN A CONE
Radial flow between two nonparallel planes is

possible [5], yet radial flow in a cone is impossible [2].
Proof: In spherical coordinates (R,8,cp), V has only a
radial component u, with v = 0, w = 0. By (1),
U = f(0,(p,t)/R2. Introduced into (2):

At = u t + uuR = - P R + v [ ( R 2 u R ) R / R 2 - 2 u / R 2 ] ;

A2 =0 = - P e / R + v . 2 u e / R ;

A3 = 0 = -P<p / R s i n 8 + v . 2u<p / R 2 s i n 6

Eliminating P we get:
2^ + 4vRf - R3f= function of (R,t)

As R and fare mutually independent, the only solution is
f = f(t). As f = 0 on the cone 0 = 90, we have f(t) s 0,
hence V = 0. The difference from two-dimensional flow
is due to the different topologies. [6] find nevertheless an
approximate solution, u=k(cos29 - cos28o)/R

2, neglecting
all quadratic terms. This shows the danger of applying
blindly approximate solutions.

PARALLEL FLOW BETWEEN TWO
MUTUALLY INCLINED PLANES

The unidirectional velocity u(y,z) between two planes
inclined at 45°, for a given grad P is [9]:

uyz+U2z = - k ; u = kz(y-z)[l+c(yz+y2)] (5)
k = Px/2v; c - an arbitrary constant.

There exist an infinite number of solutions of the
Poisson equation fulfilling nonslip BCs on the planes. A
single solution may be said to exist only up to quadratic
terms. This apparent contradiction is due to the
undefined BC at GO. One should be wary of boundary
layer solutions when BC at oo is not exactly known.

EQUIDISTANT OR PARALLEL STREAMLINES
Irmay [12] shows that equidistant; i.e. parallel

streamlines in steady-state flow are possible only if they
are rectilinear and unidirectional, or concentric or
coaxial circles, or equally inclined helices on coaxial
cylinders.

(4)
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TWO-WAY FLOWS
Two-way flows are steady-state flows V and V'~- -V,

along the same streamline, but in opposite directions [8],
Examples: rectilinear flow in straight conduits, or Couette's
circular flow. Such motions obey simultaneously Stokes'
linear and the ideal fluid flow quadratic equation. Other
examples are jets impinging normally on plane z = 0, [1],
[8], with k > 0 a diverging and k < 0 a converging jet:

u = krz ; v -- kry ; w = — kz~ (6)
An oblique jet [11] is:

u = kz [x - f(z)]; v = kz [y - cp(z)]; w = - kCfj) (7)
f, cp, t, are well defined functions.

IMPINGING JETS
Other jets impinging upon a plane z = 0 obey [11]:
u = xf(z); v = y<p(z); vt = -C,(z) (8)
u = xf(z)-^(z); v = ycp(z)-Ti(z); w = - « z ) (9)
u = xf(z) + y\|/(z)-$(z); ' v ^ y ^ z ) - ^ ) ; w - - C ( z ) (10)

Berker [2] has shown that any steady-state solution V(r),
P(r) of motion past a fixed plane, may be extended to an
unsteady-state solution V (r,t), V(r,t) with the plane
moving parallel to itself at the velocity Ut(t):
V'(r,t)=Ut + V(r-U); P'(r,t) = P(r-U) - r . U, (11)

BOUNDARY LAYER APPROXIMATION
In a two-dimensional motion past a wall y=0, Prandtl's

BL approximation neglects in (2) terms of order 8 = BL
thickness [14]. We get:
ut+uux+vuy = - Px+vuyy; P y ~ 5 ; ux+vy=0; w=0. (12)
The solution, developed into power series, is:
u(x,y,t) = y . a, + y2. Pox/v + y3. (a,/v - alxx)/6 +

A) =(u 'w ' ) z = -\\ + v u H

y 4 . a,alx - 2V2P0X)/24v (13)

where a,(x,t) = Uy= t12/p, P0(x,t) = P at the wall;
T12 - shear. The exact solution of NSE (2) is:
u(x,y,t) = y. a, + y2. Pox/v + y3 . (a,t/v-2alxx)/6 +

+ y4. (Poxt+ 3a ia lx - 2V2P0X)/24v +... (14)

The two solutions agree only up to terms in y . For flow
between inclined planes, an approximate solution is also
valid only up to quadratic terms. This is the amount of
precision given by BL approximations.

MEAN ACCELERATIONS IN TURBULENT FLOW
Turbulent flow is believed to obey a chaotic solution of

NSE (2) [4]. In quasistationary flow the mean acceleration
A(Ai, A2, A3)does not vanish as it is a quadratic equation
in V, but its integral over the cross section of a closed
conduit is 0. Irmay [7] computed A from Laufer's [13]
experimental data of mean velocity uand mean velocity

correlations u' w' and w in a two-dimensional conduit of
width 2h and various Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 1 gives the computed values of the mean axial

acceleration A"i(z/h) for Re=30800.

A 2 = 0 = - Py; A vvr
(15)

There exist two zones: near the wall a zone of

thickness s ~ ^[(h&) < 0.05 with a negative minimum
~I5 g (or > 100 g for Re 61600). Beyond that zone, the
mean axial acceleration is positive and practically
constant (— Px ) , the positive and negative areas being
equal.

Negative acceleration means a high centripetal
acceleration, which explains formation of bursts, and
longitudinal diffusion, mixing and transport of particles
(bedload) by rolling or saltation.

Fig. 2 gives the mean transverse acceleration A^z/h):
positive in the lower 1/7 (or 1/3 for Re = 61600). The
positive acceleration reaches a maximum ~ 2g, then
becomes negative beyond. This explains transverse
diffusion, mixing and part of sediment transport.

The existence of mean accelerations does away with
the linear shear graph: shear is concentrated in the zone
of negative accelerations and is practically negligible
beyond. (Fig. 3) Similarly the so-called Reynolds or
turbulent stresses loose their physical meaning, in
analogy to inertia! forces.
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